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ART

Students will continue to explore how other artists have used the visual elements in 

Art and Design and research mythical creatures to help develop their knowledge and 

understanding of different types and styles of Art and Design.

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Students are continuing to explore 

and learn about the visual elements 

used in Art and Design, through 

natural forms. A new project based 

on mythical creatures and hybrids will 

be introduced in term four. Pupils will 

learn observational drawing techniques 

and experiment with mixed media to 

create their own hybrid creature and a 

suitable habitat for them.

Parents can support by helping students to develop their drawing skills and 

confidence by looking at the different elements used in Art and practising these at 

home to create images of different Natural Forms. They can also encourage visits to 

art galleries and museums and discuss the work seen by a range of different artists in 

a variety of styles and media.

www.artgallery.co.uk   www.nga.gov   www.art2day.co.uk   

www.nationalgallery.org.uk   www.prm.ox.ac.uk   www.ashmolean.org
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COMPUTING

Programming The Microbit

Students get the opportunity to learn graphical programming using the BBC Microbit. To 

start with students programme using the JavaScript block editor on the website. They 

learn how to use loops and if statement to programme events including controlling LED 

displays. As the course progresses students can learn to use the build in text to speech 

engine as well as the Bluetooth communication functions.

Flowcharts and Programming

Students begin using flowcharts to model real-world events and problems. They move 

on to control real-world simulations with flow charts and have an introduction to pseudo 

code. From here they will use graphic based programming interfaces such as Scratch, 

Kodu and Code.org. They will learn to use variable and procedures in their programming.
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Practice programming the Microbit using the website. See what LED displays can you 

make using shakes, left and right buttons.

Practice making flow charts of every day processes such as making a cup of tea or 

cheese on toast.

Home Learning

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Useful website/resource:

Encourage your child to experiment with the microbit site and enjoy creating new 

programmes.

Talk about the sequence of events and decisions that take place with simple every 

day activities. Download Kodu and Scratch and practice using them with your child.

http://microbit.org/code/

http://www.flowol.com/     www.kodugamelab.com     https://scratch.mit.edu/



DRAMA

Research into comedy and the use of mask work in order to write a script for 

performance. Written evaluations of performances. 

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Bodyworks/Comedy  – The students will be using a variety of stimuli this term in order 

to create their drama, ranging from mask work, to ideas of visual comedy. We will be 

looking at Commedia Del Arte and the Greek Theatre. 

Parents and carers can support by talking to their child about their learning, attending 

the theatre or accessing drama and theatre on television.

www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize     www.rsc.org.uk     www.nationaltheatre.org.uk
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DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

Students are set homework from a takeaway homework menu for each area of 

DT. The tasks allow for a range of abilities and are aimed at developing design and 

evaluation skills. These are peer-assessed midway through the rotation, and assessed 

by the class teacher at the end of the rotation. 

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Resistant Materials and Textiles: 

In order to be fully prepared for the changes to the GCSE curriculum, the faculty are 

focusing on skills based learning.

Students in Textiles work towards developing basic sewing techniques and in Resistant 

Materials they are taught how to use a selection of hand tools. In each area students will 

learn theory, experience a range of practical skills, understanding of design process, how 

design impacts daily life and the environment, and the working properties of materials.

Homework will be posted on ‘Show My Homework’, and both the homework and 

recipe books for all the key stages can be found on the school website for parents 

to access at any point. You can help your child by encouraging them to challenge 

themselves when choosing their activities. Students will also need support in getting 

ingredients for food practical lessons.

YouTube is a good resource for help on drawing techniques for various home learning 

tasks. BBC Bitesize is useful for general information about each subject area.
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In Year 7, DT operate a carousel system whereby 

each student will cover Food, Resistant Materials 

and Textiles throughout the year.

Food: 

Students cook a range of dishes and complete food 

based topics that focus on healthy eating, basic 

cooking skills, food science and numeracy. Pupils 

are encouraged to work independently, following 

instructions and evaluate their work. Dishes include 

bread rolls, cheese scones and fruit salad.



ENGLISH

Home learning will take a variety of forms, and will consolidate or extend work that 

students have completed in lessons. 

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

http://www.collinsdictionary.com/english-thesaurus 

http://www.reverso.net/spell-checker/english-spelling-grammar/ 

http://whatkidsarereading.co.uk (you can download reports)

http://www.rsc.org.uk/a-midsummer-nights-dream/about-the-play

The Village Project

In this unit students are encouraged to be imaginative and creative – on paper, through 

drama and in discussion. They will further their ability to write in a range of forms, and for 

a variety of audiences. They will be encouraged to enjoy using language in different ways 

and will develop their skills in working collaboratively.

Shakespeare – A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Students will experience the whole play through a class reading of the text. Students 

will experience and explore Shakespeare’s language, engage with important themes 

and ideas – and develop their understanding of how Shakespeare makes use of plot, 

structure and characterisation to entertain the audience.
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• You can monitor and discuss home-

learning tasks. 

• You can encourage your child to read 

regularly at home to develop their 

vocabulary, as well as their spelling, 

punctuation and grammar skills. Your 

child will always have their Accelerated 

Reader novel to read.

• You could work on your child’s 

recurring spelling mistakes.

Terms 3 and 4 (and 5)



6 GEOGRAPHY

There are a range of tasks, with increasing difficulty set as Take Away homework. 

Please keep an eye out on the news about areas under threat!

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Paradise Lost – Tourism in Thailand

This topic follows a plane full of tourists who all 

want to experience different parts of Thailand. 

By highlighting their wants and needs, we 

study the environment of Thailand, the effect 

of the Tsunami in 2004 and evaluate the issues 

to do with ethical tourism. Student will discuss 

the impact that tourists have on Thailand in 

depth. Students will study how to make tourist 

resorts sustainable and the benefits that this 

has on countries such as Thailand. Students 

also debate the use of migrant workers and 

how they are treated.  Who are the ‘Giraffe 

women’ and is this fair?

Please research and listen out for the news regarding areas of the coasts and how 

they are being affected by the recent weather.

How do they feel about tourists and why?

bbc.co.uk/news; www.sporcle.com – this is a quiz site which has a geography 

section. You can choose quizzes about naming countries, or capital cities with 

maps - a very useful practice (It is a website where you do NOT do live quizzes 

against someone else).

Coasts

This is an extremely dynamic topic.  We will study and research into why people want to 

live in coastal areas as well as the advantages and disadvantages that this will bring.  The 

students will empathise with people that have suffered coastal erosion and will suggest 

strategies about how and why the coastline of the UK needs to be saved.
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The easiest and most effective way to help learning at home is for students to read. 

Historical fiction is good because it adds colour and depth to the time periods they 

are studying. Books to read – From the “My Story” range – these all feature teen 

characters around a major event in history.

• My Tudor Queen: The Diary of Eva De Puebla, London, 1501-1513

• The Great Plague: The Diary of Alice Paynton, London, 1665-1666

• ‘45 Rising: The Diary of Euphemia Grant, Scotland 1745-1746

• Bloody Tower: The Diary of Tilly Middleton, London 1553-1559

• Armada: Thomas Hobbs, England 1587-1588

• Civil War: Thomas Adamson, England, 1643-1650

• Anne Boleyn and Me: The Diary of Elinor Valjean, London, 1525-1536

• Queen’s Spies: The Diary of Kitty Lumsden, 1583-1586

• Highway Girl: An English Girl’s Diary, 1670

Home Learning

Useful website/resource:

Pupils in Year 7 will study the key events of the time period from c1450-1750. Pupils will be 

able to develop a sense of chronology of the time, starting with the Wars of the Roses. The first 

assessment, writing an account of the religious changes of the 16th and 17th century, will focus 

on recognising, understanding and explaining consequences. The second assessment builds 

on skills developed earlier in the year using an interpretation, about Lady Jane Grey. Pupils 

will study the Civil War. The final part will be a study of the Renaissance and new scientific 

discoveries, which will link into the next topic on the Industrial Revolution. Pupils have the 

opportunity to develop skills that will appear at GCSE KS4.

Content: Wars of the Roses, Break with Rome and religious changes from 1529-1660. Lady 

Jane Grey, Civil War, Renaissance, exploration and emergence of science.

Horrible Histories clips and songs set from 1450-1750  – 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/shows/horrible-histories

BBC Bitesize KS3 Tudors and Stuarts section  – 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/zynp34j

History programmes about this time period – check content depending on broadcast time

Films to watch: Shakespeare in Love (12A), Cromwell (PG), To Kill A King (12)

HISTORY



LANGUAGES - FRENCH

Pupils will be set weekly home learning tasks including regular revision of topic 

vocabulary. Students will also be provided with a topic checklist which they can use 

to select topics to revise at home.

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Term 3 – Mes passetemps (free-time)

Students will study the topic of free-time including:

•     Their use of computer and mobile phone

•     Sports they do/play

•     Their favourite sports personality

•     Likes and dislikes

•     Talking about others

Term 4 – Mon collège (school)

Pupils will study the topic of school including:

School subjects and opinions with reasons

•     Telling the time

•     Understanding and describing a school timetable

•     Describing a typical school day in France

Students are required to use of a range of pronouns, verbs, negatives, opinions, time 

phrases, connectives and intensifiers.

Encourage your child to complete home-learning tasks. Test your child on vocabulary 

items including spellings of key words.

www.languagesonline.org, mobile apps (see display board for suggestions)

A French-English dictionary, 

Student vocabulary booklet (provided at start of term).
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MATHS

Class teachers will set homework 

based upon class learning to help 

consolidate concepts. This home 

learning may be set to be done on 

the mymaths website as well as on 

worksheets. Home learning is on 

‘Show my homework’ for parents to 

easily see their child’s school work 

commitments and deadlines.

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Students will continue to explore fractions, decimals and percentages, using 

representations and diagrams to show equivalences and to support calculations. They 

will understand the links between ratio and proportion, and apply their knowledge in 

problem solving. In Algebra, students will be expected to generate and understand 

arithmetic sequences, and link this to straight line graphs. They will build on work 

previously covered on equations, generating and solving equations and inequalities. 

Work on shape will include creating nets of a cuboid, and understanding the properties of 

quadrilaterals. In data handling, students will learn how to represent and interpret data in 

a number of different ways.

Ask your child to explain a topic they have learnt today. Write questions for each other 

on this topic. Make sure your child has the correct equipment for maths (pen, pencil, 

ruler and scientific calculator. Encourage your child to ‘look for the maths’ in everyday 

situations, for example when cooking or shopping.

www.mymaths.co.uk is a useful way to revise topics studied in class. Ask your maths 

teacher for the password. 
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MUSIC

Students need to learn the notes on the treble clef. Some students will also cover and 

need to practice pitches on the bass clef. Students should be able to identify, draw, 

and know the name of each note length - semibreve, minim, crotchet, quaver and 

semiquaver - and how many beats it lasts. 

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

In term 3, students will be learning about 

structure in music. This unit begins by 

exploring question and answer phrases as one 

of the simplest types of musical structures.  

Students learn about call and response and 

how musical question and answer phrases 

balance with each other to form a complete 

structure. Students move onto explore Binary 

Form exploring how musical contrast is 

achieved between two different sections and 

Help them to revise note names and lengths from their Music Theory Booklets, 

and together listen to as much music from different styles, genres and traditions as 

possible. Try to identify structural features like choruses, verses, A and B sections etc.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/music/elements_of_music/notationrev1.

shtml and www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks3/music/notation 
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develop this into Ternary Form by repeating the first section at the end to form a musical 

“sandwich”. Finally, students look at Rondo Form as a type of recurring musical structure and 

add contrasting melodic improvisations to a recurring “A” section.

Throughout the term, students listen to examples of music based on each of the musical 

structures they are exploring and compose and perform within these forms.  Particular 

emphasis in this unit is placed on staff notation and melody writing skills and students are 

encouraged to use staff notation or letter names when notating compositions. Students who 

play musical instruments are encouraged to bring these to their music lesson. 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The internet has a massive array of websites that give teaching points, helpful advice 

on the learning of new skills. The BBC website is one very useful resource that has 

simple instructions, diagrams and video support to help improve learning.

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

During terms 3 and 4 male students will begin taking part in football, gymnastics 

and fitness during lesson time.  The female students will begin taking part in netball, 

short tennis and swimming during their lessons. There will be an extensive number of 

opportunities for students to participate in extra-curricular clubs that run through-out the 

school year in addition to inter-house sports competitions.

Parents can help students by being aware of when they have PE lessons and ensuring 

that the correct clothing and protective equipment is purchased in advance of the 

lessons. Helping your son / daughter to practice some of the skills learned during 

lessons at home can be crucial to the learning of new skills, strategies and tactics.

Students should use the governing body websites to familiarise themselves with the 

rules/laws of the sport.  In addition they should look to find coaching advice and 

perfect technical models of the core skills.
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12 RELIGIOUS & PERSONAL EDUCATION

There are a range of tasks, with increasing difficulty set as Take Away homework. 

Students will have a sheet stuck into their home learning books and need to follow 

the instructions on the sheet. It will also be on Show my Homework. 

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

The next two topics are, How does religion affect human behaviour? and What would 

make a good church for all Christians? The first of these topics looks at what influences 

the way people behave and why some people choose to follow religious practices. 

We look in depth at why people pray. The second topic studies the similarities and 

differences of a range of Christian denominations, and takes a problem-solving approach 

to finding a way different Christians could worship in one place.

Having regular discussions about current events, ethical decisions and sharing your 

opinions on them will encourage your child to think about religion, philosophy and ethics 

and realise its implications outside of the classroom. Asking ”why” questions is good to 

help students develop reasoning and helps them to firm up their own beliefs. In addition, 

have discussions about what made them, or you, make certain decisions – was it the law, 

for example or something to do with beliefs and values?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zh3rkqt



SCIENCE

Science homework will be set according to the subject being taught. This may involve 

practicing ideas taught in class, independent research tasks or more active tasks 

designed to make them think - for example, designing a model cell.

Home Learning

How can I help my child?

Useful website/resource:

Assessments:

Ask them what they are learning in Science - encourage them to use BBC KS3 

Bitesize to go over their lessons regularly. Get them into great habits now by 

supporting them in making and keeping revision notes as they go along - not waiting 

for a test! Encourage them to read online/newspaper articles about current scientific 

progress in the areas outlined above.

A good starting point is the BBC Science website, the BBC Bitesize revision sites or 

skoool.co.uk

Pupils will sit 1 short assessment per unit of work. They will also sit a longer 

assessment to encourage them to revise topics taught in terms 1 and 2.
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Students will cover two topics in terms 3 and 4 from the following list:

1. Forces and sound

2. Particles and behaviour

3. Light and space
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